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Abstract
Background/objectives: Adult obesity has been shown to substantially heighten the risk of adverse health outcomes but its
impact on life expectancy (LE) has not been quantiﬁed in Australia. Our aim is to estimate reductions in LE and years of life
lost (YLL) associated with overweight and obesity, relative to those at a healthy weight for Australian adults aged 20–69
years.
Subjects/methods: We used a microsimulation model of obesity progression in Australia that integrates annual change in
BMI based on age and sex, with Australian life-table data and published relative risk of all-cause mortality for different BMI
categories. Remaining LE and YLL compared to healthy weight were estimated using 10-year cohorts, by sex. A nationally
representative sample of 12,091 adults aged 20–69 from the 2014/15 Australian National Health Survey were used to
represent the input population of 14.9 million.
Results: Estimated remaining years of LE for healthy weight men and women aged 20–29 years was approximately 57.0
(95% CI 56.7–57.4) and 59.7 (95% CI 59.4–60.0) years, respectively. YLL associated with being overweight at baseline was
approximately 3.3 years. For those obese and severely obese the loss in LE was predicted to be 5.6–7.6 years and 8.1–10.3
years for men and women aged 20–29 years, respectively. Across men and women, excess BMI in the adult population is
responsible for approximately 36.3 million YLLs. Men stand to lose 27.7% more life years compared to women.
Conclusions: Overweight and obesity is associated with premature mortality at all ages, for both men and women. Adults
aged 20–39 years with severe obesity will experience the largest YLL, relative to healthy weight. More needs to be done in
Australia to establish a coherent, sustained, cost-effective strategy to prevent overweight and obesity, particularly for men in
early adulthood.

Introduction
Globally, obesity and severe obesity is a major public health
problem due to its growing prevalence and association with
a wide range of debilitating, chronic and life-threatening
conditions. People who are obese have increased morbidity,
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mortality and reduced life expectancy (LE) when compared
to those with healthy weight [1–12]. Accurate estimates of
the impact of overweight, obesity and severe obesity on LE
are important in measuring trends in mortality over time,
identifying key gaps between sub-populations of interest
and informing the design and targeting of interventions.
Previous studies have estimated the long-term impact of
overweight, obesity and severe obesity on the years of life
lost (YLL) relative to those with healthy weight [7–12].
Generally, when compared to healthy weight, more years of
life are lost for higher BMI categories. For those with BMI
values of 35 or greater, studies in over 20 countries have
estimated the YLL to range from 2–14 years when compared to healthy weight [3, 5, 7, 8, 11]. In the literature, the
impact of obesity on YLL and LE is mostly based on
contemporaneous body mass index data and published life
tables. However, while the literature has provided strong
evidence for the association between weight status and LE,
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Fig. 1 Remaining life
expectancy by weight status in
Australian males and females
aged 20–29, 30–39, 40–49,
50–59 and 60–69, according to
their weight status in 2014

the YLL estimates across studies vary widely, may be
potentially biased and subject to several limitations. Firstly,
all but two of these studies relied on self-reported height
and weight data to measure BMI. This could underestimate
obesity prevalence and bias results, particularly if individuals with higher BMI underreport their weight [8, 10].
Secondly, the analyses in many of these studies assume that
individuals remain in the same weight category over their
life course [8], which may not be a realistic assumption.
Given that there is a tendency for individuals to continue to
gain weight into mid/late adulthood, restricting them to a
base weight category may underestimate the impact of
obesity on YLL.
In this study, we address these limitations by using a
dynamic microsimulation model of obesity progression in
Australian adults to project remaining LE and YLL by age,
sex and baseline weight status groups. Importantly, our
modelling methodology projects continuous age- and sexspeciﬁc changes in BMI and mortality and, therefore, allows
individuals to move between weight categories over their
future life course. Our study in the Australian context is of
particular signiﬁcance because the impact of increased
weight on LE and YLL lost over the life course has not been
explored for different aged adults. This is timely given that
current obesity prevalence for Australian adults is estimated
at 27.9% [13] and is expected to increase to 35% by 2025
[14].

and/or die. Individual-level BMI changes are determined
using annual weight gain equations based on age, sex and
current position on the BMI spectrum [13]. We apply this
model to investigate differences in mean LE and YLL lost
(Independent samples t-test) by men and women of different
ages in overweight, obese and severely obese groups
compared to healthy weight.

Study population
Life expectancy estimates were simulated for a baseline
input population of adults from the 2014/15 Australian
Bureau of Statistics National Health Survey (NHS) [14].
The survey was conducted in all states and territories and
across urban, rural and remote areas of Australia.
Approximately 19,000 people were sampled using a stratiﬁed multistage sampling design, which ensured representation of the Australian population. Data were available
as conﬁdential unit record ﬁles (CURFs) and include individual person survey weights, which permitted the use of
survey estimation techniques to determine simulated outputs that are representative of the total Australian adult
population. The input population consisted of 12,091 individuals aged between 20 and 69 years of age with measured
height and weight, excluding those who were pregnant. This
represents almost 15 million adults in 2014/15.

Measurement of BMI

Methods
Model description
We use a dynamic modelling approach that combines
microsimulation and survey estimation techniques to model
individual-level weight gain and weight-dependent mortality for the Australian adult population. The model uses
annual discrete time steps, whereby each survey individual
becomes one year older, may experience changes in BMI

Measurement of height and weight of survey participants
was voluntary and carried out by trained interviewers.
Height was measured using a stadiometer and recorded in
centimetres correct to two decimal points. Weight was
determined using digital platform scales and recorded in
kilograms correct to one decimal point. Body mass index
was calculated from weight in kg divided by height in
metres squared, and weight status groups were deﬁned as
follows: healthy/underweight (BMI < 25), overweight (25 ≤
BMI < 30), obesity (30 ≤ BMI < 35) and severe obesity
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Table 1 Characteristics of the input population in 2014 used in the simulations, derived from the National Health Survey (2014/15)
Age
cohorts
20–29

Sex

n (population
estimate)

Male

946 (1,665,280)

Female 1014 (1,561,622)
30–39
40–49
50–59
60–69

Male

Healthy weight
prevalence (95% CI)

Overweight prevalence
(95% CI)

Obese prevalence
(95% CI)

Severely obese
prevalence (95% CI)

43.5% (39.5–47.6)

35.1% (31.3–39.1)

14.6% (11.8–17.9)

6.8% (5.0–9.2)

61.5% (57.7–65.3)

22.1% (19.0–25.5)

8.6% (6.7–10.9)

7.8% (5.9–10.3)

1163 (1,599,310)

33.9% (30.5–37.6)

45.1% (41.5–48.8)

15.2% (12.7–18.1)

5.7% (4.2–7.8)

Female 1530 (1,561,622)

49.5% (46.4–52.6)

26.9% (24.2–29.8)

13.8% (11.8–16.1)

9.8% (8.0–11.8)

1224 (1,543,874)

22.8% (19.8–26.1)

46.3% (42.6–50.0)

23.2% (20.2–26.5)

7.7% (5.8–10.1)

Female 1442 (1,602,212)

Male

39.5% (36.3–42.8)

29.0% (26.0–32.2)

19.5% (16.9–22.4)

12.1% (10.1–14.4)

1159 (1,451,736)

20.0% (17.1–23.1)

45.3% (41.5–49.1)

24.1% (20.8–27.6)

10.7% (8.5–13.3)

Female 1327 (1,500,153)

Male

36.6% (33.2–40.0)

30.2% (27.1–33.5)

18.8% (16.2–21.8)

14.4% (12.1–17.1)

Male

1057 (1,167,103)

17.6% (15.0–20.6)

45.0% (41.3–48.7)

26.7% (23.6–30.1)

10.7% (8.6–13.1)

Female 1229 (1,205,427)

29.2% (26.2–32.4)

32.5% (29.4–35.8)

23.3% (20.5–26.4)

14.9% (12.6–17.6)

n number of individuals sampled, CI conﬁdence Interval

(BMI ≥ 35). In the 2014/15 NHS any missing data on BMI
were imputed using a ‘hot decking’ imputation method [15],
not used in previous national health surveys.

Calculation of mortality
Annual mortality is modelled separately as a function of
age, sex and weight status. An increased risk of mortality
for each 5-unit increase of BMI allowed the differentiation
of mortality for individuals across the BMI distribution,
including those severely obese (35 ≤ BMI < 40), extremely
obese (40 ≤ BMI < 45) and morbidly obese (BMI ≥ 45) [2].
We used 2014/15 nationally representative BMI prevalence
estimates by sex and 5-year age groups [14] and 2013–15
Australian life tables age- and sex-speciﬁc mortality rates
[16] to partition mortality rates by weight status groups, sex
and individual years of age. The formulae used to determine
mortality rates have been described previously [13] and a
ﬁgure presenting age-speciﬁc mortality rates, stratiﬁed by
sex is included in the Supplementary Information (Fig. 1).

baseline population from the 2014/15 NHS. This represents
birth cohorts centred around 1950, 1960, 1970, 1980 and
1990. The model assumes that age-related annual weight
gain, Australian age- and sex-speciﬁc mortality and risk of
mortality associated with excess weight maintained beyond
2015.
Model simulations were run over a lifetime, or until all
individuals died or reached 100 years of age. LE was
determined from the area under the survivorship curves,
with 95% conﬁdence intervals reﬂecting individual-level
heterogeneity. We summarised results by age cohort. For
each age and sex cohort YLL was calculated as the difference in remaining LE between those in the healthy weight
group and those in overweight, obese or severely obese
baseline groups.

Code availability
All analyses and modelling were conducted using Stata
version 14.2 (StataCorp, TX, USA). The model code is
available upon request.

Validation
Risk chart
The model has been validated and shown to accurately
predict weight gain and prevalence of healthy, overweight,
obese and severely obese in Australian adult population
until 2015 [13].

Model simulations
Life expectancy and years of life lost were estimated by age,
stratiﬁed by sex and weight status (healthy, overweight,
obese and severely obese) at baseline. To examine the effect
of current weight status on remaining LE, simulations were
run for Australian adults in ﬁve 10-year age cohorts 20–29,
30–39, 40–49 50–59 and 60–69 years starting with a

A risk chart for the Australian adult population aged 20–69
years was generated based on the results of the model
simulations. The risk chart was stratiﬁed by 10-year age
cohorts, sex and weight categories (overweight, obese and
severely obese), showing the YLL relative to healthy
weight.

Aggregate years of life lost
Lifetime YLL were estimated for the Australian adult
population aged 20–69 years by multiplying 10-year ageand sex-speciﬁc estimates of average YLL for each weight
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Fig. 2 Risk chart of years of life lost, by age and weight status relative
to healthy weight according to their weight status in 2014

category with the estimated prevalence of each overweight
and obese group at baseline. These were calculated from
2014 until death or age 100 years, for each 10-year age and
sex group.

Results
Table 1 presents the nationally representative input population in 10-year age cohorts, by sex and weight categories
as estimated by the 2014/15 NHS. The cohorts represent
14.9 million Australian adults aged between 20 and 69
years. In 2014/15, the estimated prevalence of healthy
weight decreased with increasing cohort age, while the
prevalence of obesity and severe obesity increased with
each 10-year age cohort.
Model predictions for remaining LE and YLL by sex and
weight status in 10-year age cohorts are presented in Figs. 1
and 2. In general, the results show that higher BMI corresponds to lower remaining LE at any starting age. For
example, a 25-year-old healthy male could expect to live a
further 57.0 (95% CI 56.7–57.4) years, whereas those in
overweight, obese and severely obese groups will, on
average, live for a further 52.8 (95% CI 52.5–53.2), 48.7
(95% CI 48.2–49.3) and 46.6 (95% CI 44.6–47.5) years,
respectively. Remaining LE predicted for women was
greater than that for men at each age cohort, with a 25-yearold female expected to live another 59.7 (95% CI
59.4–60.0), 56.1 (95% 55.7–56.5), 53.6 (95% CI
53.0–51.2) and 51.9 (95% CI 51.1–52.8) years in the
healthy, overweight, obese and severely groups, respectively. For each age and sex group, those with severe
obesity had lowest LE, when compared to those at healthy
weight.
The predicted YLL relative to their healthy weight
counterparts was greater for those starting in a higher BMI

category at all ages. For example, an overweight 25-yearold male and female experience approximately 4.2 (95% CI
3.7–4.7) and 3.6 (95% CI 3.1–4.1) YLL, respectively. For
those obese and severely obese at baseline, males and
females lose 8.3 (95% CI 7.7–8.9) and 6.1 (95% CI 5.4–6.8)
years and 10.5 (95% CI 9.5–11.5) and 7.7 (95% CI 6.9–8.7)
years relative to their healthy male and female counterparts,
respectively. For a 65-year-old, the absolute differences in
YLL are smaller but the gap when compared to those at
healthy weight remains. The YLL for overweight, obese
and severely obese 65-year-old males and females are
approximately: 1.1 (95% CI 0.6–1.7) and 1.3 (95% CI
0.9–1.8) years; 2.7 (95% CI 2.2–3.3) and 2.3 (95% CI
1.9–2.8) years; and 4.6 (95% CI 3.9–5.3) and 4.5 (95% CI
4.0–5.1) years, respectively.
To provide information on the aggregate YLLs associated with excess weight at a population level, Table 2
presents estimates of the lifetime YLLs due to overweight
and obesity for the 2014 Australian adult population aged
20–69 years of age. Overweight and obesity is responsible
for approximately 36.3 million YLL over the life course.
When stratiﬁed by sex, 27.7% more life years will be lost to
men than women. In all, 20–29-year-old males and 30–39year-old females stood to lose the most, with 5.6 million
and 4.2 million YLL, respectively. The proportion of YLL
for overweight, obese and severely obese was 36.0, 34.4
and 29.6%. While those severely obese contributed almost
one-third of the life years lost, they comprised only 11% of
the population.

Discussion
Using a validated simulation model [13], our study investigated the impact of weight status in 2014/15 on remaining
LE and YLL for Australian adults aged 20–69 years. The
model enabled dynamic movements of BMI gain/loss over
the remaining life course determined by one’s current BMI
levels, age and sex. This is the ﬁrst study of its kind in the
Australian context. Our results predicted that remaining LE
will fall as BMI increases, irrespective of age and sex. What
is striking is the magnitude of effect of increased BMI in
adulthood on premature mortality when compared to a
person with healthy weight over the life course. For a 25year-old, we predicted a 4.2 and 3.6 year decrease in
remaining LE for overweight men and women, an 8.3 and
6.1 year decrease in obese men and women; and a 10.5 and
7.7 year decrease in severely obese men and women,
respectively.
The impact on YLL was greatest for severely obese
individuals in the youngest (20–29 years and 30–39 years)
age cohorts, with approximately 8–10 YLL for both men
and women. The recent threefold increase in prevalence of

1,306,343
(1,097,122–1,512,910)

Male

599,719 (330,653–871,245)

Female 529,027 (356,944–702,120)

Male

Female 947,513 (747,610–1,146,336)

660,267 (525,667–792,718)

851,568 (683,463–1,017,392)

839,338 (698,018–980,616)

1,273,327
(1,123,355–1,422,917)

Female 1,068,208 (864,363–1,273,310)

1,066,846 (730,159–1,401,117)

1,844,272
(1,651,252–2,038,096)

1,723,301
(1,365,192–2,079,952)

1,206,744
(1,099,964–1,313,222)

Female 1,444,286
(1,270,571–1,616,692)

Male

1,673,033
(1,525,127–1,821,882)

814,589 (725,296–902,947)

2,027,685
(1,703,348–2,345,713)

Male

Female 1,231,974
(1,059,072–1,404,046)

2,010,223
(1,855,663–2,163,727)

Obese (95% CI)

810,263 (711,727–909,430)

574,450 (485,667–660,008)

1,340,984
(1,250,797–1,475,913)

1,087,273 (976,832–1,196,658)

1,329,532
(1,226,164–1,432,777)

1,033,102 (939,921–1,125,291)

1,504,952
(1,414,276–1,595,431)

921,463 (844,527–998,578)

946,924 (836,960–1,056,891)

1,189,482
(1,077,742–1,301,468)

Severely obese (95% CI)

1,999,557 (1,594,339–2,404,268)

2,025,737 (1,499,782–2,548,645)

3,127,836 (2,651,425–3,602,864)

3,460,462 (2,804,113–4,110,685)

3,671,068 (3,213,882–4,129,003)

4,600,675 (3,956,365–5,243,340)

4,155,982 (3,784,811–4,525,345)

4,622,181 (4,073,002–5,166,172)

2,993,487 (2,621,328–3,363,885)

5,648,797 (5,103,414–6,196,715)

Total, by 10-year cohorts and sex
(95% CI)

Overweight BMI 25 to < 30, Obese BMI 30 to < 35, Severely obese BMI 35 and greater, 95% CI 95% conﬁdence interval

60–69

50–59

40–49

30–39

2,449,091
(2,170,008–2,731,520)

20–29

Male

Overweight (95% CI)

Age
Sex
cohorts

Table 2 Total years of life lost by weight categories in 2014 (baseline) relative to healthy weight, between 2015 and 2095, by 10-year age cohorts and sex

4,025,294 (3,094,121–4,952,912)

6,588,298 (5,455,538–7,713,549)

8,271,743 (7,170,248–9,372,343)

8,778,163 (7,857,813–9,691,517)

8,642,284 (7,724,742–9,560,600)

Total, by 10-year cohorts (95%
CI)
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severe obesity in young adults since 1995 [17] and predictions of increasing severe obesity among Australian
adults [13] suggests that YLL due to severe obesity will
increase in the future.
The YLL estimated for severely obese females in the
30–39 years age group was slightly greater than those
estimated for the 20–29 years age group (7.7 vs. 9.5). This
was explored in a sensitivity analysis (see Supplementary
Tables 1 and 2), which found larger differences in the mean
BMI between severe and healthy groups among those aged
30–39 years compared to the 20–29 year- and 40–49 year
age groups. This could potentially be due to heterogeneity
in real-life population data, sampling or measurement error
and highlights how small changes in BMI can impact
population-level YLL estimates in a simulation model.
Without effective action to address current trends, our
analyses estimate that today’s adult population in Australia
will collectively lose approximately 36.3 million years of
life over a lifetime. Men will bear more of this burden, with
27.7% more life years lost compared to women. Collectively, young men and women stand to lose more years of
life to overweight and obesity than do older men and
women due in large part to greater potential years of life
remaining. Interestingly, however, among men under 40
years and women under 30 years, the highest burden of
disease in terms of YLL was not for those currently in obese
or severely obese categories, but for those overweight. This
suggests overweight, as well as obesity, should be targeted
in treatment and prevention programs for young adults.
Among older men the largest burden of YLL was for those
currently obese and for older women was for those with
severe obesity.
Our results corroborate with those that have modelled
YLL for obese individuals over the life course using a lifetable approach. One study estimated 6.2–10 YLL for
severely obese adults in Canada [12], while other studies
estimated between 6–13.7 YLL for severely and morbidly
obese, respectively [3, 7]. However, all these studies used
self-reported height and weight, which may have biased
results due to misclassiﬁcation across BMI categories [18].
Another study in the US that used a life-table approach with
measured height and weight data estimated 6–7 YLL for 40year old individuals with obesity when compared to healthy
weight individuals [9], which are comparable to our estimates. Our study had larger YLL estimates in overweight
cohorts compared to other studies [6, 8, 10], although the
dynamic nature of the model updated change in BMI and
mortality annually over the life course, whereas other studies were based on baseline weight status.
Risk charts are a good visualisation tool and have been
widely used in general practice when assessing risk of
cardiovascular disease in the general population [19, 20].
Our risk chart provides useful summary information on

premature mortality for practitioners based on routinely
collected data (age, sex, height and weight) in primary care.
This risk chart could help improve risk communication
between practitioners and patients by highlighting the
potential years of life that could be gained by returning to a
healthy weight. It can also be valuable for extrapolation of
long-term health outcomes when assessing the impact of a
short-term weight loss intervention.
The strengths of this study are the use of a validated
model [13] that dynamically simulates age- and sex-speciﬁc
weight gain using nationally representative survey data to
accurately predict both obesity and severe obesity at a
population level in Australia. By using continuous BMI
rather than discrete BMI classes in the model, it enables us
to quantify the increased impact of mortality at the upper
end of the BMI distribution. This is important because an
increasing proportion of the population are experiencing
more severe levels of obesity at a population level, a relatively new phenomenon in Australia [21]. The relative risks
associated with the estimated impact of weight gain on
mortality are based on a large meta-analysis of over 900,000
individuals that adjusted for study differences, age at risk
and baseline smoking status that limited reverse causality on
the effects of pre-existing disease on BMI and mortality by
excluding all person-years and deaths in the ﬁrst 5 years of
follow-up [2]. In the future, the model can be updated to
incorporate Australian speciﬁc or updated mortality estimates when they become available.
Our results are subject to several limitations. The agerelated annual weight gain equations in the model were
based on the period 1995 to 2012 and we have assumed that
these equations hold for this analysis, which predicts from
2014 into the future. Recent studies have indicated that the
rate of weight gain has been slowing down [22, 23], suggesting that this assumption is reasonable. In the future, the
ﬂexible nature of this model enables the integration of reestimated weight gain equations when new data become
available, most notably the 2017/18 NHS. The age-speciﬁc
mortality rates for each weight class were based on 2013/15
Australian Life Tables, throughout the simulation. This
could potentially over-estimate the mortality rate and ultimately LE of healthy weight people, given life expectancies
in Australia have been increasing over time. The model
assumes that increase in weight and subsequently weight
status has an instantaneous impact on mortality, yet we do
not take into account whether increased weight status has a
lagged effect on mortality. Further research in this area
using longitudinal studies would help inform the model.
The model does not adjust for smoking and hence is likely
to underestimate mortality in smokers [3, 22]. However, the
prevalence of Australian adults who currently smoke is low
at 14.5%, having nearly halved in the past two decades and
is expected to continue its downward trajectory [14].
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Finally, we did not take into account the impact that
increased BMI has on quality-of-life, where evidence has
shown that there are signiﬁcant impairments to healthrelated quality-of-life for individuals at more severe levels
of obesity as a result of higher rates of co-morbidity and
disability [24–27].
In the future, the model can estimate the impact of successful weight loss interventions on different age groups to
understand which groups stand to achieve the largest health
gains. Further work is required to incorporate sub-models to
estimate healthcare costs over time to enable modelling
cost-effectiveness and long-term cost and health outcomes
of different obesity prevention and management strategies.
We conclude that overweight and obesity is associated
with a decrease in LE for all adults aged 20–69 years for
both men and women in Australia. We predict that severely
obese individuals in the 20–39 year age groups experience
the greatest decrease, of approximately 8–10 years when
compared to those in the healthy weight category. With an
increase in the prevalence of severe obesity, the potential
impact in the future could be much greater. More needs to
be done in Australia to establish a coherent, sustained, costeffective obesity prevention strategy [28], particularly in
encouraging young adults (particularly men) to lose weight
and in preventing them becoming obese, which in turn may
involve programs targeting children and adolescents.
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